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• To provide an interactive and professional forum for our membership and 
act as a catalyst and promoter of the industry’s global development

• To provide leadership to the industry and to be its pre-eminent voice

• To develop sound practices, enhance industry transparency and education, 
and to aid better understanding within the wider financial community, 
institutional investors, the media, regulators, governments and other 
policymakers

Our core objectives
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1,409   Corporate members (as of 31 Dec 2013)

53   Countries where our members are based (as of 31 Dec 2013)

220   New corporate members joined in 2013

600+   Member participants in AIMA’s working groups and committees

74   Member committees and working groups worldwide

120+   AIMA events worldwide

3,000+  Attendees at AIMA events 

50+    Speaking engagements at industry conferences globally

91   Regulatory submissions, summaries and briefing notes

24   Tax submissions, summaries and briefing notes

$1.5 trillion AUM of manager members of AIMA 

$910 billion AUM of respondents to AIMA/MFA/KPMG compliance survey

220,000+  Visits to the AIMA website in 2013

90+   Pages in our expanded quarterly, the AIMA Journal 

1,700+  Followers of AIMA on Twitter (as of 31 Dec 2013)

700+   Followers of AIMA on LinkedIn (as of 31 Dec 2013)

AIMA’s Year in Numbers
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Chair’s Report

It is my pleasure once again to introduce the AIMA 
Annual Report. I would like to begin with a few 
words about the compliance challenges which 
our members face before reporting on some of 
the key activities that we have undertaken over 
the course of 2013 on behalf of the global hedge 
fund industry.
 
Compliance phase
 
As you know, many of the policies initially put 
forward at the G20, IOSCO and FSB levels have 
been introduced into national legislation and 
percolated through the various government 
agencies in the form of detailed implementing 
rules and regulations. AIMA has worked on 
behalf of its members and the industry through 
this challenging time and as a result, many of 
the worst fears about the impact of the new 
regulations have not come to pass.
 
But it is also clear that the industry is having 
to make significant investments in compliance. 
As our 2013 survey with the Managed Funds 
Association (MFA) and KPMG showed, the industry 
has spent more than $3 billion since the crisis 
on compliance, and this spend will grow going 
forward. In some individual cases, managers are 
having to allocate more than 10% of their total 
operating costs on compliance-related activity. 
Our survey showed that the additional burden 
is heavier on smaller firms and could become a 
barrier to entering the market. This is obviously 
a significant cause for concern.
 
We are under no illusions as to the size of the 
task facing the industry, but AIMA is determined 
to do everything we can to support our 
members in meeting the compliance challenge. 
In 2013, we produced a self-diagnostic tool and 
implementation guides for firms needing to 

Kathleen Casey, Chair, AIMA, discusses the new AIMA 
Policy Principles in a speech to the AIMA Annual 
Conference, London, 3 October 2013
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comply with the Alternative Investment Fund 
Managers Directive (AIFMD). The diagnostic tool 
and implementation guide form part of AIMA’s 
AIFMD Implementation Project, which seeks to 
provide guidance to the industry on complying 
with the Directive, create a forum for discussion 
within the industry on the practicability of the 
new requirements, and generate feedback on 
practical implementation issues that will be 
passed to policymakers. We also published an 
updated Guide to Sound Practices for Hedge Fund 
Valuation last year.
 
Regulatory engagement
 
I am pleased to say that the spirit of constructive 
collaboration which has always marked AIMA’s 
engagement with regulators continues to bear 
fruit. The CEO Statement that follows in this 
Annual Report has more details on the outcomes 
of AIMA’s regulatory engagement last year, but 
suffice to say, I believe that our efforts made 
a real difference for the industry in 2013 and 
delivered significant results for our members.
 
Underpinning and informing AIMA’s regulatory 
engagement have been our Policy Principles, 
which we updated significantly in 2013. An 
expansion of our landmark Policy Platform of 
2009, the new and augmented set of principles 
were built around four key tenets – investor 
protection, regulatory consistency, market 
integrity and the mitigation of systemic risk. 

One of the most important of them relates to the 
need to maintain the diversity of business models 
in the market. Developing capital markets as 
strong and significant sources for the financing 
of the real economy requires the existence of 
specialists. A critical feature of a stable financial 
system is the diversity of its key participants as 

well as the difference in their capacity to take on 
particular risks.
 
Collectively, AIMA believes these principles 
provide a sound basis for regulation of the industry 
in a way that is compatible with deepening 
capital markets, fostering economic growth and 
achieving a more resilient financial system.
 
The relationship between capital market depth 
and economic growth was explored further by 
research which AIMA commissioned from the 
respected German academics Christoph Kaserer 
and Marc Steffen Rapp in 2013. The paper, 
‘Capital Markets and Economic Growth: Long-
term trends and policy challenges’ (published in 
early 2014), found that hedge funds and other 
capital markets participants are increasingly 
helping the real economy to compensate for the 
post-financial crisis decline in bank lending.
 
Although the paper took as an example the 
economies of the European Union, it showed how 
governments globally could benefit from a well-
developed capital markets policy. We believe 
this is especially true for countries where a 
bank-based economic model still dominates. At a 
time when bank lending is not keeping pace with 
demand, the global economic recovery could 
be jeopardised unless new sources of financing 
can be found, particularly from the investment 
management community. We have therefore 
been keen to stress that governments globally 
should implement policies that help to protect 
and grow capital markets.
 
Governance
 
Moving on to matters regarding the AIMA 
organisation, 2013 of course was marked by 
Andrew Baker’s decision to step down as our 
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CEO. As I said in the Annual Report last year, 
Andrew built an impressive legacy, and when 
he finally departed at the end of January 2014 
he left behind a stronger and more effective 
organization.
 
We were hugely gratified that Jack Inglis agreed 
to take over as our new CEO. Jack’s breadth of 
experience in the industry, including executive 
roles in prime brokerage and experience as the 
CEO of a hedge fund, made him an outstanding 
candidate, and he is already delivering significant 
results in representing the industry and taking our 
message to new territories and markets. I have 
very much enjoyed working with him already and 
have been enormously impressed by his passion, 
his energy and his determination to succeed.
 
At the same time, we have strengthened and 
coordinated our engagement with the National 
Groups, underscoring our global governance 
focus in 2013. 

Meanwhile, the Council continues to prioritise 
our relations with the MFA and other industry 
bodies. We recognise that it is critical that 
we continue to align AIMA’s resources to our 
members’ requirements, delivering a non-
duplicative and complementary service to our 
members in common. Our joint submissions to 

regulators and our collaboration on the Cost of 
Compliance report last year demonstrated that 
these efforts are producing excellent results. We 
have been keen to ensure this progress continues 
in 2014.
 
Finally, I continue to be gratified by the generous 
engagement of so many of our members. There 
are well over 70 working groups and committees 
worldwide, which represents a huge level of 
member involvement. Our members are the 
backbone of the Association. As ever, your 
continued support is hugely appreciated.
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CEO’s Report

I am delighted to provide my first CEO’s Report 
since taking over in February 2014. I will begin 
with a summary of the main highlights of last 
year. I will also take this opportunity to provide 
some observations about my first seven months 
in the role. 

Regulation

• We continued to work closely with regulatory 
bodies globally and particularly in the US 
on the improvement of the cross border 
derivatives regimes for asset managers, 
obtaining significant results in the decrease of 
overlap and extraterritorial scope of certain 
provisions. 

• In AIFMD, we achieved improvements in 
ESMA’s remuneration guidelines, including 
permitting the disapplication of certain 
onerous rules such as deferrals and claw-
backs on a proportionate basis.

• For managers reporting under AIFMD, we 
successfully argued that the initial reporting 
date should be delayed, that reporting periods 
should be aligned with the calendar year 
and that reporting for periods prior to AIFM 
authorisation should no longer be required.

• We argued successfully for improvements to 
the UK’s implementing legislation of AIFMD 
including the depositary light regime, the 
transitional provisions, the guidance on 
marketing, delegation by non-EEA AIFMs and 
improvements to certain key definitions.

• We also created an online self-diagnostic tool 
and detailed guide to implementation for firms 
needing to comply with the AIFMD. (This has 
been updated in 2014.)

Jack Inglis, CEO, AIMA
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• In the important revision of the MiFID 
framework, key changes which we had worked 
to secure were made to the third country 
framework, allowing for a more liberal cross 
border regime as well as improvements in 
areas regulating algorithmic, high frequency 
trading and commodity derivatives.

• AIMA produced a detailed position paper 
regarding the proposed imposition of a bonus 
cap and a restriction on the payment of 
performance fees in the UCITS V legislation 
which was the basis of our advocacy activities. 
These amendments were voted on in Plenary 
by the European Parliament and were voted 
out of the UCITS V text.

• Our keynote statement of regulatory principles, 
“Regulating Capital Markets: AIMA’s policy 
principles” was published.

• We produced a paper which detailed 
potential areas of overlap between EMIR and 
CFTC derivatives rules. This paper, entitled 
‘Addressing overlaps between EMIR and CFTC 
OTC derivatives regulation’, was put together 
with the assistance of Shearman & Sterling 
LLP.

• In 2013, we produced over 100 regulatory and 
tax consultation submissions and documents, 
the most in our history.

                
Education and sound practices

• We conducted the biggest survey of the cost of 
regulatory compliance of the industry globally 
covering 200 managers with an AUM of more 
than $900bn in a joint effort with the MFA and 
KPMG. The report attracted significant press 
coverage and proved useful in our ongoing 
regulatory engagement efforts. 

• We produced the first global review of 
the industry’s charitable activities in our 
‘Contributing to Communities’ report, again 
with a lot of coverage in the press.

• We published a timely paper in conjunction 
with the AIMA Investor Steering Committee on 
how investors view hedge fund allocations in 
their portfolios, titled ‘Beyond 60/40’.

• We published an updated Guide to Sound 
Practices for Hedge Fund Valuation, which 
took account of recent regulatory reforms, 
including a summary of valuation requirements 
under the AIFMD.

Global network

AIMA has continued to strengthen its global 
network. By 31 December 2013, the Association 
had a little over 1,400 corporate members in more 
than 50 countries worldwide. 

An impressive international network encompassing 
Asia-Pacific, EMEA and the Americas has been 
constructed. The USA continues to be our fastest-
growing market in terms of members. The Americas 
region as a whole now contributes over 50% of 
the aggregate AUM of our global membership, a 
reflection both of the success of our colleagues in 
Cayman and Canada and our efforts in the United 
States and Brazil. Further, our Asia Pacific groups 
in Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan and Australia 
all have keen manager membership and China 
presents an exciting opportunity for the industry.

AIMA Canada celebrated its 10th anniversary and 
extended its national footprint by establishing 
new regional committees in Alberta and British 
Columbia. AIMA Canada also held 33 events across 
the country, including its Annual Debate Luncheon 
and a series of Emerging Managers Seminars. 
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AIMA Hong Kong produced two template 
documents designed as a basic framework to 
assist members with their regulatory obligations 
effective 1 January 2014 under the Securities and 
Futures Commission (SFC) regulation of electronic 
trading. AIMA Hong Kong also organised over 20 
events on subjects including SFC electronic trading 
rules; fundraising; and conducting due diligence in 
China.

AIMA Singapore held business and networking 
events throughout the year; the AIMA Brazil 
Network held eight events; AIMA Australia held 
a number of events including the AIMA Australia 
Hedge Fund Forum in September 2013; and 
AIMA Cayman held seven events during the year, 
including a very well-attended event during the 
GAIM Ops Cayman conference.

Elsewhere, the AIMA Annual Conference, held 
in London in October 2013, drew more than 330 
attendees, representing some 200 firms from more 
than 12 countries. The event was sponsored by 
CME Group, EY, Simmons & Simmons, Straightedge 
& UBS. Speakers included Sajid Javid MP, Economic 
Secretary to the Treasury, HM Treasury; Jamie 
Dinan, Founder, Chairman and CEO, York Capital 
Management; and Kathleen Casey, Chair, AIMA.

Our flagship regulatory forum, the AIMA Global 
Policy and Regulatory Forum, drew 300 people to 
London’s Guildhall in March 2013, making it the 
largest in the series to date. Fifteen different 
regulatory authorities were represented, along 
with 180 member firms.

AIMA’s Sponsoring Members and Global 
Partners

We continued to receive unstinting and vitally 
important support from our Sponsoring Members. 

Our Sponsoring Members in 20131 were CME 
Group, Deutsche Bank, EY, Man, Permal, Simmons 
& Simmons and SEI. Their contributions last year, 
both financial and technical, were enormously 
appreciated. We were also extremely grateful for 
the continued support of our Global Partners, who 
in 20132 comprised Citco, Clifford Chance, Eurex, 
KPMG, Maples and Calder, Newedge, PwC and UBS. 

Advisers and service providers

I would also like to thank all our advisers and 
service providers for their outstanding guidance 
and support. Particular thanks, as always, go 
to our accountants MacIntyre Hudson, our legal 
counsel Simmons & Simmons and our auditors 
Rees Pollock. 

Members of committees and working groups

Our members continue to be closely involved in 
the work of the association, contributing to very 
important output such as responses to regulatory 
consultations and industry guides. We have more 
than 70 committees and working groups globally, 
comprising over 600 individual member contacts. 
As always, we are enormously grateful for their 
time and support.

AIMA staff

We continued to increase the size of our team 
globally last year to respond to the regulatory 

1  For our current Sponsoring Members, visit this 
page on the AIMA website - http://www.aima.org/en/
about/sponsoring-members.cfm

2  For our current Global Partners, visit this 
page on the AIMA website - http://www.aima.org/en/
about/global-partners.cfm
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challenges facing the industry and to continue 
to expand our activities globally. Special thanks 
are due to them all for their tireless efforts and 
professionalism. 

Finally, I would like to express our gratitude for 
the support we receive from our members. It is 
that support that allows us to continue to deliver 
all the services our members ask us for; and to 
undertake, with the help of the members who 
volunteer their time, all our work on behalf of the 
industry around the world.
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Special address by Jack Inglis, CEO

As I mentioned at the top of the CEO’s Report, I would like to add a few words about my first seven months 
in the role. Firstly, and most importantly, it has been a hugely rewarding and productive period which 
has helped shape my ideas for AIMA’s future strategy and our ongoing value to members. I have been 
determined to meet with as many of our members, staff and volunteer committees as possible. In addition 
I have sought to meet with key policymakers and regulators in every region. It has been important to 
understand our members’ requirements and to engage with those who have been most influencing change 
to the oversight of our industry. I am very grateful to all the members I’ve met and for all the constructive 
comments and ideas they have shared about AIMA and the hedge fund industry. I am assisted greatly by 
the guidance of the AIMA Council and look forward to working with the new board following the AGM.

My visits to our various National Groups have brought home to me the diversity of our local organisations. 
Whether Cayman or Canada, Sydney or Singapore, each one is different and has its own particular 
characteristics, reflecting the differences in content and structure of the local industry. In all our National 
Group countries, our staff and volunteers continue to cement AIMA’s position as a respected voice of the 
industry and a trusted partner of local policymakers and regulators. An ongoing focus for me is to harness 
our local strengths and activities to achieve a cohesive and consistent service at wider regional and global 
levels. The US, as the largest hedge fund community, continues to be our fastest-growing jurisdiction in 
terms of members and these now make up over 50% of the aggregate AUM of our global membership. Many 
of our larger US members have physical presences in all three regions so it is particularly important that 
AIMA can deliver comparable and connected services in these three places. 

The ongoing review into potential systemic risk within the asset management sector by FSB/IOSCO and 
the FSOC prompted our academic paper on the importance of capital markets as well as follow up articles 
written by us in the press. There is more to come from us as we conduct research to demonstrate the 
economic benefits of specific hedge fund strategies in credit and activist equity. This will help to explain 
the value of these classes of hedge funds to policymakers as they review further asset management 
regulation. I am eager to expand the range of our published research in fostering better understanding 
for key hedge fund stakeholders, namely investors and regulators. I also remain committed to improving 
understanding of our industry in the media and to be ready to address misconceptions as they arise. We 
continue to brief privately as well as write publicly. 

Specifically on the regulatory affairs front, AIFMD ended its transitional phase on July 22nd and many 
of our members have now received authorisation. We have published updated tools and planners for 
members to navigate this complex directive and will continue to provide guidance on specific areas, most 
notably on available marketing options. We have also embarked on a programme to update and augment 
our full suite of sound practice guides and DDQs.  We have also launched a series of webinar briefings, the 
first being on FATCA to help meet the fast-approaching compliance date. The lengthy MiFID II discussion 
and consultation papers have been a summer focus for us as we responded with members’ views on some 
of the proposed far reaching changes which will impact their market activities. Lastly, the need still to 
address the cross-border aspects of derivatives reform remains a priority item. I will always seek to align 
our resources to our members’ requirements and I shall continue to listen to all that our members say and 
provide regular updates on how we are doing.
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New members of AIMA in 2013

The companies listed are existing AIMA members which 
joined the Association during 2013

Australia

QIC Limited
Select Asset Management
Willis Australia Limited

Austria

Qbasis Invest GMBH

Belgium

Candriam Belgium

Bermuda

Aeolus Capital Management Ltd

Brazil

Advis Investimentos LTDA
Claritas Investimentos
Guepardo Investimentos LTDA

British Virgin Islands

Maples and Calder

Canada

Alignvest Capital Management Inc
ARA Compliance Support
Ballast Healthcare Partners Inc
Breton Hill Capital Ltd
CME Group
Edgehill Partners
Frontfour Capital Corp
Genfund Management Inc

ITG Canada Corp
Kinersis Renewables
Lakeroad Asset Management Inc
Newedge Canada Inc
PSP Investments
Razorbill Advisors LLC
SRE Securities Canada Inc
State Street
TD Asset Management Inc
TD Securities
Timelo Investment Management Inc

Cayman Islands

Carne Global Financial Services (Cayman) Limited
Krys Global

France

Candriam France
Rothschild HDF Investment Solutions

Germany

Clifford Chance

Gibraltar

Burren Capital Advisors Limited
HM Government of Gibraltar, Finance Centre 
Department

Hong Kong

ACA Compliance Group (Asia) Limited
Aidyia Limited
AllianceBernstein HK Limited
Amicorp Hong Kong Limited
Asiya Investments HK LTD
Boci Securities Limited
Complianceplus Consulting Limited
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Complyport (HK) Limited
Control Risks
Cordium
Dillon Eustace HK
Ellis Brady Management (Hong Kong) Limited
Everbright Capital Management Limited
Kinetic Partners Hong Kong Ltd
Macquarie Funds Management HK Limited
Matsco Solutions (Hong Kong) Limited
Morningstar Asia Limited
Nanhua Asset Management Hong Kong, Co Ltd
Orangefield Fund Services (Hong Kong) Limited
SHK Fund Management Limited
Sidley Austin
Silverhorn Investment Advisors Limited
STI Asset Management Limited
Tor Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited
TPG Axon Capital (HK) Limited
Turiya Advisors Asia Ltd
Voltex Asia Capital Ltd
Wellington Global Investment Management Ltd
Wells Fargo Global Fund Services
Willis Hong Kong Limited
Xingtai Capital Management Limited

Ireland

Coronation Global Fund Managers (Ireland) Ltd
Londinium Ltd
Three Rock Capital Management

Isle of Man

Riva Financial Systems

Japan

UBS O’Connor LLC
Wellington International Management Company, 
PTE Ltd

Jersey

Autonomy Capital (Jersey) LP

Liechtenstein

Lobtek AG

Luxembourg

Gavekal Investments S.A
KNEIP

Malta

Malta Capital Management Ltd
RTFX Fund Management Ltd
Thybo Investment (Management) Malta Limited

Monaco

Altern8 Investment Advisors

The Netherlands

Arete Caerus Fund Management BV
Clifford Chance LLP
PGGM Vermogensbeheer BV
Romanesco Capital Management BV

New Zealand

EY ― New Zealand

Singapore

Crescent Hill Capital Management PTE Limited
Edelweiss Alternative Asset Advisors PTE Limited
Effissimo Capital Management PTE Ltd
Fuchs Capital Partners Ltd
Hermes BPK Partners
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Maples and Calder
Matcham Capital Investment Management PTE Ltd
Morningstar Research PTE Limited
Quantedge Capital PTE Ltd
Sidley Austin
Simmons & Simmons
Stewart Asia Investment Singapore PTE Ltd
SunGard
Vistra Fund Services (Singapore) PTE Limited
Wells Fargo Global Fund Services (Asia) PTE Ltd
Woodside Holdings Investment Management PTE 
Ltd

South Africa

Coronation Asset Management (PTY) Limited

Sweden

Advisor Kapitalforvaltning I Stockholm AB

Switzerland

Carnegie Fund Services SA
CERN Pension Fund
Enhanced Value Advisory Ltd
Ineichen Research & Management
Novus Switzerland GMBH
Swiss Trust Advisors AG
UBS O’Connor Ltd

UK

Advent Europe Ltd
Alcova Asset Management LLP
Axiom SL
Bell Rock Capital Management LLP
Bovill Limited
Bramshott Capital LLP
BTG Pactual Europe LLP
Buzzacott LLP

Camares Capital LLP
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP
Coronation Fund Managers
Covalis Capital
Decura
Denjoy Capital Services Limited
EMEA Capital LLP
Global Prime Partners Ltd
Gracchi Capital Partners
Haysmacintyre
Idalion Capital UK LLP
King & Spalding
Macquarie Funds Group UK
Mariana Capital Markets LLP 
MET Capital Management LLP
MSK Capital Partners LLP
Napier Park Global Capital Limited
Northlight Group LLP
Otus Capital Management Limited
Panima Capital LLP
Partners Capital LLP
PDT Partners London
Privium Fund Management (UK) limited
QIC European Investment Services Limited
Renshaw Bay LLP
Rhodium Capital Management LLP
Robert Quinn Consulting Ltd
Ronit Capital LLP
Sturgeon Ventures LLP
The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation
Trium Investment Management LLP

United Arab Emirates

Maples and Calder
Permal Dubai

USA

400 Capital Management LLC
Abraham Trading Co
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Acadia Investment Management
Arbiter Partners Capital Management LLC
Axiom SL
Ballymena Advisors LLC
Beachhead Capital Management LLC
Birch Grove Capital LP
Brown Brothers Harriman
Calamos Advisors, LLC
Chadbourne & Parke LLP
Chinus Asset Management LLC
EJF Capital LLC
Elanus Capital Management LLC
Elm Ridge Capital Management, LLC
Finepoint Capital LP
First Western Capital Management
Hermes BPK 
Imagine Software, Inc
K&L Gates LLP
Kaust Investment Management Company
Kerrisdale Advisers, LLC
Latin America Structured Finance Advisors, LLC
Liongate Capital Management
Macquarie Funds Group USA
Madison Park Capital Partners, LLC
Marketaxess Holdings Inc
Mittleman Brothers LLC
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Nomura Global Alpha, LLC
Parche Capital Management, LLC
PDT Partners LLC
Pepperdine University
Shearman & Sterling LLP
State of Wisconsin Investment Board
Tolis Advisors LP
TPG Axon Capital Management LP
US Bank NA
UBS O’Connor LLC
Velocity Capital Management LLC
Vertical Capital LLC

Vinci Partners
WalekPeppercomm
Whitebox Advisors LLC
Willis North America
Zimmer Partners LP
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About AIMA

Founded in 1990, the Alternative Investment 
Management Association (AIMA) is the 
global representative of the hedge fund 
industry. We represent all practitioners in 
the alternative investment management 
industry – including hedge fund managers, 
fund of hedge funds managers, prime 
brokers, legal and accounting firms, investors, 
fund administrators and independent fund 
directors. AIMA members benefit from our 
active influence in policy development, our 
leadership in industry initiatives and our 
outstanding reputation with regulators.

We address the real issues affecting the 
industry’s development. We represent the 
global hedge fund industry at national and 
international levels in ongoing discussions 
about the future regulatory framework 
for the industry. Our focus on education, 
regulation, policy development and sound 
practices has resulted in a substantial body 
of work used around the world by members, 
institutional investors, policymakers and 
supervisors.

We are a dynamic organisation that reflects 
our members’ interests and provides them 
with a vibrant global network. We are 
committed to developing industry skills and 
education standards, and we are a co-founder 
of the Chartered Alternative Investment 
Analyst designation (CAIA) – the industry’s 
first and only specialised educational 
standard for alternative investment 
specialists. AIMA is governed by its Council 
(Board of Directors).



Representing the world’s hedge fund industry

www.aima.org
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